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BEYOND THE  SCENE 4

hen you’ve been in the 
music scene for so long, and 
have established a name for 
yourself, sometimes all you 

want to do is take it easy. Sometimes, 
though, you just want to keep going and 
keep taking on challenges – all for the 
love of the craft and the people behind 
it.

With a tenure of over 20 years, Ian 
Tayao has already made a name for 
himself in the scene. From his humble 
beginnings in Cheese (now Queso), to 
his current band Wilabaliw, he’s still 
at it – risking life and limb (sometimes 
literally) to keep doing what he loves 
best – keeping the audience pumped up 
and wanting more.

Let’s take an in-depth look at this 
character as he relays his daily 
experiences, and imparts some wisdom 
accumulated from all these years as an 
artist.

 IAN TAYAO

PHOTOS COURTESY OF 
PEN LAZARTE of Shots by Pen  

and IAN TAYAO

BY: JAN TERENCE TOLENTINO



The Artist and Tinkerer
On a regular day, I work on my 

videos. I start by taking videos of 

myself doing various things, from 

skateboarding, writing songs, 

and food. Right now, it’s mostly 

food and songwriting. I’m not 

much of a cook – I experiment 

a lot with what I cook. After I 

take the videos, I edit them, 

and post them online. Off-cam, 

though, I spend a lot of time 

inside the “Kweba” or my studio. 

I tinker with my instruments, I 

experiment with different lenses 

for my camera, and think up new 

material for my songs.
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Skating and the  
“Suking Tindahan”
When it comes to skating, one 
spot I really enjoy is the Bike 
Playground near Eastwood. I’m 
not as hardcore as I used to be – 
rails, ramps, and stairs – now, I 
just want a nice, long ride. When 
I’m not at the Bike Playground, 
I take my longboard out to the 
street for a ride to my “suking 
tindahan” and buy what I want 
from there. That makes me hit 
three birds with one stone – I 
get to buy what I want, I get to 
skate, and I get to exercise.
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The Collaborator
There are times when I approach other bands, 

there are times when they approach me. It’s all 

about the camaraderie we have. I mean, ever 

since time immemorial, I’ve been the “dakilang 

backup vocalist” with my contemporaries like 

Greyhoundz and Slapshock. I’m always open 

to collaborate with other artists, because it 

feels like a fresh start – new faces, new tunes, 

new styles – it’s a great opportunity for me 

to step out of my comfort zone and face my 

fears. Most of the time, I collaborate with 

artists outside my genre. I love it because 

I get to switch my mentality and really own 

that part of the song. In the past, I wouldn’t 

really give my best because I was too shy, too 

conserved. Because of that, I’d have less than 

impressive performances and I can’t take that 

back because it’s the only chance I get. Just 

one chance. That’s why I choose to give my all 

in everything I do, so I can look back with no 

regrets.
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A Spectrum of Ideas
I’ve had tons of songs that were, I 

suppose, never intended to be what they 

are now. I do a lot of “tone-fishing”. 

I have recording devices scattered 

everywhere in the house, so that when 

that moment of inspiration happens, and 

I feel it in my bones, I run to the nearest 

recorder and just capture it, whatever 

it is, because once that moment’s 

gone, there’s no way to bring it back. 

It’s ultimately helpful when I think of 

something and I remember recording 

something along that line, I can go back 

to it and string a song together. This is 

why when you hear any of my songs, 

it’s not just about one single thing. It’s 

a spectrum of different ideas, different 

themes. If you ask me what a particular 

song is about, I’d leave it to you. YOU 

interpret what it’s about. You’ve got your 

world, I show you mine, and if you can 

pick anything up from there, it’s yours to 

play around with.
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The Draven Death Squad
My main goal for this was for us to have a well-
directed event. From the songs, the performers, 
the lighting, the sound system, to the backstage, 
I wanted everything to be well-planned. This is 
because I’ve experienced first-hand, in gigs, where I 
would have this dream of a good set-up, but it would 
fall short, and I’d end up disappointed. After a while, 
I thought that the best way to fulfill this dream was 
to start our own production. Thanks to Draven, this 
dream was realized. This is also why we’re in the 
middle of recruiting artists, because you can’t just 
have that perfect show in a span of a year. It takes 
a lot of hard work, planning and preparing for it. You 
need a lot of contacts, from the sound engineer, to 
the light director – they have to be present in each 
event, so that the flow of the show is consistent. 
Right now, our previous light director had to leave 
to work abroad, so we’re on the lookout for a new 
light director, preferably one who is also a musician, 
so we’d be on the same page, and one who’s willing 
to be dedicated to Draven. Another reason for the 
conception of the Draven Death Squad was because 
when we (Queso) were younger, we didn’t have 
any reference of any sort, no system we could align 
ourselves with. This time around, we make sure to 
plan everything and execute it, from the craft to the 
business side of things. That way, we ensure that 
both the artists and the audience can have a lasting 
positive experience.

If you want to join the 
Draven Death Squad…
You don’t need to approach us. 
Once we feel that your work 
has had a tangible effect on the 
community, then you’ll find us 
lurking in the darkness. We also 
follow a “Code of Conduct” – 
this isn’t just for the artists, it’s 
more of helping everyone have 
a positive experience with the 
craft, instead of having a political 
agenda that prevents the craft 
from evolving and being enjoyed 
as it should be.
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Bread and Butter
I consider music my bread and butter. I 
remember my mom telling me long ago 
that there’s no money in musicmaking. 
That’s when I thought “Wait a minute, 
who are you telling that to, really?” If 
it’s because she observed some other 
artist’s downfall because of their lifestyle, 
then that’s not me. Let me make who I 
am, and I’ll make something out of it. 
Maybe it was difficult before, because 
technology back then just wasn’t up to 
speed. Now, you’ve got the internet, 
you’ve got merchandise, you’ve got a 
whole other world of avenues where you 
can earn something substantial from 
your craft. You’ve got brands like Draven 
and Tribal who are willing to support 
musicians such as myself. 

The flipside, though, is that you have 
to be more careful these days, because 
when you try to establish a system 
that involves other people, there will 
always be those who will disagree and 
oppose you. They’ll think that you’re 
disrespecting them or bypassing them. 
There’s a big difference between 
being an asshole and being firm. Just 
stick to being firm. Personally, when I 
deal with these types of situations, I 
just stand my ground and clarify any 
misunderstandings, because you can’t 
avoid them. The bigwigs will always want 
the final say. You also have to be careful 
about bringing your friends into the 
setup, because once money is involved, 
it can lead people to change drastically. 

Making this my bread and butter keeps 
leading me back to my mom’s words that 
there is no money in music. I choose 
to make a living off of music, which is 
why I see to it that I’m involved in the 
business side, as well as the craft side, 
like a 360-degree view. Just like with 
my performances, I have to give the 
business side everything I’ve got, seeing 
that there are all these people who 
depend on the success of what we do. 
For example, our road crew is made up 
of some of the hardest-working people 
I know, and they don’t get any benefits 
like insurance or healthcare. When all 
these people depend on you, it’s hard to 
give up training and fighting for a locked 
system that can benefit everyone.

Ian Tayao would like to  
thank the following:

Red Horse Beer
JB Music

Draven Asia Pacific
Tribal Gear

I Want That Hat
WipCaps

Trouble Skateboards
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“Maraming marami ang mga nagbibigay 
ng suporta samin, mula sa merchandise, 
sa tattoo artists, sa dreadlocks, sa 
sapatos, at konektado silang lahat. 
Maraming maraming salamat sa 
lahat ng mga nagbibigay ng tiwala at 
nagpapatuloy pang mag-aral. Huwag 
nyong kalilimutang maglinis ng sariling 
bakuran hanggang kaloob-looban ng 
banyo nyo dahil doon nagre-reflect kung 
gaano kayo kaingat at ka-OC sa buhay 
ninyo, at doon din nagre-reflect kung 
gaano kayo pagdating sa kahit anong 
bagay na gusto nyong gawin. Walang 
taong ipinanganak na Superman. Sa 
dinami-daming ng ginawa ko, maraming 
beses na ‘kong nalaglag, at hinding-
hindi nyo mahahalata dahil sanay akong 
malaglag. Ang pinakamahalaga dito ay 
kung paano ninyo bubuhatin ulit ang sarili 
ninyo, hindi lang sa pagtayo, kun’di sa 
paghawak ninyo sa oras na nakaplakda 
sa inyo, at sa pagiging grounded pa rin. 
Kung nakakapit na kayo sa patalim, 
bumitaw na kayo kasi hindi sya worth it, 
lalong-lalo na ngayon na nakatingin ang 
mundo sa ‘tin. Mas ayusin natin ang sarili 
natin.”
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M u s i c  V i d e o  L a u n c h

On a humid summer’s day, Unplug’s trusted envoy makes his way 

through the jungle that is Quezon City towards a movie set, set deep 

in mosquito-infested land. All this to take a peek behind the scenes of 

Saydie’s newest music video. The following details were what he was 

able to return with alive.

- JAN TERENCE TOLENTINO
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Tell us about how the video started. What 
was the initial plan behind it?
Karl: Well, we put out the audio track on 
YouTube in February, and we were still 
looking around for someone to direct the 
video – we hadn’t decided yet. One day, 
Avid approached us regarding doing a 
music video of the song. Now, Avid has 
some history with the band, as he was 
behind the first music video (Krolithika). He 
sent us a pitch, we liked it, and we figured 
out a way to do the video with the budget 
that we had.

Who came up with the concept, or the 
storyline of the video? Did you have any 
input in the story, or your costumes?
Kat: It was Avid and Manny. We had 
options as to how to do the video.
Karl: They gave us a lookbook of options 
that would look well with the concept. For 
the costumes, we chose a sort of Japanese 
street-style that would fit well with the story 
of this video. This is actually ok, because it’s 
one of my favorite themes when we play 
live, as well.
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Can you give us an idea of what the 
video is all about?
Kat: The way I look at it, is a sort of|“I Spit 
On Your Grave” kind of story.
Karl: Without getting too much into the 
story, I’d say it’s a dirty, revenge-based 
video.

The song itself sounds a bit heavier and 
darker than Saydie’s previous material. 
Did you tweak it for the collaboration?
Karl: We actually wrote the song long 
before it became a collaboration. It was 
the first song written for our upcoming 

record, and I really wanted to introduce 
some new elements either way, like 
7-string guitars and other elements.
Kat: So eventually, Ian caught wind of 
it, and he really liked it, so that’s how it 
became a collaboration.
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Did you have to change the song 
structure to make room for Ian’s parts?
Kat: We gave him a guide on what to do, 
basically.
Karl: We came up with the sections that he 
was supposed to sing in.

When is the release date for the video?
Karl: We’re looking towards the end of the 
month (May), or June at the worst. That 
all depends on how long post-production 
takes.

Is there going to be a big music video 
launch?
Kat: There’s going to be a tour, for sure.
Karl: We’re not going to do a launch in the 
sense of putting up a stage, have a bunch 
of people show up and watch for a few 
minutes. We’d rather have everyone stay 
tuned and watch it on YouTube as soon as 
it goes up. That way, it’s equal opportunity 
for everyone, they get to watch it in the 
comfort of their homes, and it adds to the 
views.
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SAYDIE WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
THE FOLLOWING:

AVID LIONGOREN, the director of the music video
MANNY ANGELES, the line producer
TENTEN ABELLA, their manager
DRAVEN
EVIL GENIUS
DICKIES
MOSH HARDWARE
UP COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
IAN TAYAO
DRAVEN DEATH SQUAD
The CREW and EXTRAS
KEI, DENNIS, and DAME, the road crew
RAPHAEL PULGAR of SATURNINE AUDIO for helping with the vocal production.
BIAN IGLESIAS of RISE OF THE 8TH RECORDS who recorded,  
mixed, and mastered the song.
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MAY is an alternative rock band based in Metro Manila and has been 
active in the independent music scene ever since. Band members Erika, 
PK, Paul, Den and Joed has been writing and performing songs for the 
past 4 years, songs that has been included in their debut album “Wan-
derlust” – which was recorded and produced independently.

The band has played more than a hundred gigs in their constant grind 
in the independent music scene. Some of the big gigs that they played 
at were Red Horse Pambansang Muziklaban 2015 Grand Championship 
(representing Metro Manila area) sharing the big stage with Mayonnaise 
and other well-known bands. They then opened as guest performers at 
the semi-final round of the same event the year after. They also had the 
chance to play at the Rakrakan Festival OPM Against Drugs, Move Stage 
in 2016. This year 2018 was the long awaited release of their debut EP 
Album entitled Wanderlust. Thinking about it, maybe 2018 is MAY’s year 
because this is also the year they released and published their first mu-
sic video, Wanderlust that was celebrated in the infamous 70’s Bistro.

Over the span of 4 years, they had several TV and radio guestings. 
Some are liive radio performances and at PinasFM 95.5 and MOR 101.9 
and studio performance for NET 25’s Letters and Music. And some of 
their songs such as ‘Salmon Sky’, ‘Nakaraan’, and ‘Summer Love’ are 
being played on the radio stations at PinasFM 95.5 and Jam 88.3.

by PATRICK BRIONES
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OFFICIALLY FORMED:  2014

GENRE:  Alternative Rock

MEMBERS:
Erika David – Vocals / Bubble Machine 
PK Luengo – Guitars / Back-up Vocals

Paul Bagsic - Guitars
Den Rodriguez – Bass
Joed Alfanta - Drums

FACEBOOK: 
www.facebook.com/bandangMAY
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HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL 
KNOWN EACH OTHER? HOW 
DID YOU MEET?
ERIKA: PK and I we’ve known 
each other for a long time. Kuya 
Den maybe for 5 years? Joed and 
Paul for 2 years.
PK: Yes, Erika and I known each 
other since we were kids. Then, 
I met Den through my brother’s 
band, Paul at one of our gigs and 
Joed thru social media when we 
were looking for a drummer.
PAUL: I met them at Mang Rudy’s 
in Makati. I approached that shy 
guy (PK) back then. Hahahahaha! 
I told him that his band was great. 
I didn’t imagine that I would join 
the same band that time.  
DEN: PK and I have a band called 
Mercy is Falling way back in 2012. 
Around 2014 our vocalist left and 
we decided to form another band 
and we asked PK’s girlfriend/Erika 
to sing with us and she accepted 
the challenge. As PK said Joed 
auditioned for the band and then 
Paul came as well. 
JOED: I saw a post on social 
media (PhilMusic) that the band 
was looking for a drummer and I 
sent a message. I auditioned and I 
am here now.

HOW THE BAND WAS FORMED?

ERIKA: Well, I was just a fan-girl 
to PK and Kuya Den’s previous 
band. Unfortunately some of their 
band members needed to leave 
because of their priorities. So 
that time Pk started to write and 
compose new songs that fit for 
a female vocalist. He was bound 
to Japan that time and I can still 
remember the saddest thing he 
told me that “If this band doesn’t 
work out I’ll go to Japan and follow 
what my parents told me”. 

He loves music so much and he is really 
passionate about it. So, ginalingan ko 
talaga thinking that this will be his last 
shot for his passion and his dream… to 
make music. This is the only thing that 
makes him happy
PK: After my first band split up I felt 
devastated, (lost in space lol) Erika told 
me “why not make your own band?” 
and I will only agree to pursue it if she 
will be the one to sing with us because 
I don’t have the guts to sing ( and I am 
very shy! Lol) I worked hard to write 
songs so we can finally make it happen. 
And the rest was history! HAHAHA!
PAUL: I joined the band around year 
2015. PK messaged me and told me 
they needed an additional guitarist. 
Of course I was so happy to oblige. 
Actually, the first time I saw them 
perform especially Erika I thought to 
myself “That’s the kind of vocalist that 
I would want my own band to have”. 
Luckily, they recruited me, so, hey! I’m 
here! 
JOED: As I’ve said I saw a post at 
PhilMusic and at the same time I was 
searching for a band to join to and 
by that I’ve decided to try it out. But 
unfortunately they’ve rejected me. But 
finally after 6 months they’ve accepted 
me.



WHAT’S THE ORIGIN OF THE 
BAND NAME?

It’s quite interesting because all of us had 
no idea to what should we call ourselves. 
All we wanted to have is something that’s 
short and easy to remember (especially to 
drunk people) “Kahit lasing na lasing ka 
na hindi madaling kalimutan at madaling 
banggintin ang pangalan ng banda namin. 
“ HAHA! And we finally agreed that the 
band should be called MAY because the 
band was formed on the month of May in 
2014. 

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? COULD 
YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE  
MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?

PK: Most of the time when I write songs 
I need to consider a lot of things. Since I 
am not the one who’s going to sing I need 
to consider if this will fit Erika’s voice, 
her style, looks and personality. I treat it 
like I am being paid on writing songs for 
this band because I put a deadline to it. I 
make sure that everything is doing great. 
So when I present it to the band it will be 
easier to them to put some inputs.  
ERIKA: PK writes the songs and 
arrangements. And the rest of us just put 
some suggestions. Since I am always with 
him it’s really interesting because I know 
how he writes songs. From time to time it’s

different. Sometimes he writes 
the lyrics first, but most of 
the time the melody always 
comes first. He writes songs 
depending on what emotion he 
is in. I think that’s the reason 
why when I sing these songs it 
has a lot of emotions because 
it came from his heart…. He 
writes with his heart.  

PAUL: We arranged the songs 
accordingly; we may add 
or change something in the 
structure. But most of the 
time it comes out beautifully 
through our collective effort.

CAN YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE 
THE BAND’S SOUND?

Our sound is quite different 
compared from the time we 
started. From Rage Against 
the Machine cover songs 
to our own original heavy 
compositions and now our 
music are much lighter and 
chilling. Alternative. Maybe 
because we don’t want to 
limit ourselves with just one 
genreBut sometimes we play 
our songs depending on the 
event that we are attending.



HOW DID YOU GET YOUR FIRST 
BREAK IN THE MUSIC SCENE?

PAUL: Personally, I wouldn’t call it a 
break kasi hindi pa naman kami “sikat” 
for the lack of better term. To put it 
into perspective, it would be at the Red 
Horse Beer Pambansang Muziklaban 
siguro. It opened doors for us.

ERIKA: When we were named as the 
Metro Manila champion. We did not 
expect it at all but we were surely 
hoped for it. 

PK: A lot of opportunities, great gigs 
and gained more supporters and 
friends. It really boosted the band.

DEN: Pambang Musiklaban is a very 
big help in our career. And since 
we started to get featured in Pulp 
Magazine, MOR Live and played at 
Rakrakan festival. 

JOED: A big thanks to Red Horse Beer 
Pambansang Muziklaban.

HOW DIFFICULT FOR YOU GUYS 
STARTING OUT?

JOED: It was hard.
ERIKA: Of course not having connections 
and making every possible way to have our 
own benchmark in the industry.
PK: We started from zero, having no 
connections that we don’t know people 
who can help us to get a gig. I still 
even know that there is a difference 
between mainstream and underground 
/ independent scene.  You need to be 
emotionally and mentally strong because 
it’s our dream. When we were starting, 
people didn’t put much attention to our 
craft, no one wants to watch our shows, 
and we were nobodies. While the band was 
playing people started to leave, some are 
just chatting and busy with their phones. 
That’s when we started to shout out our 
name as an introduction “WE ARE MAY!!!” 
(Followed by a long distorted Em chord 
haha!) and people are like “who the fuck 
are these crazy kiddos?” HAHAHAHAHA…



PAUL: I will not say difficult, it’s 
more of a challenge maybe. Starting 
out was easy but maintaining a 
constant grind, that’s where you will 
separate the ones that will last and 
the ones who don’t have the guts to 
continue. It’s actually the grind that’s 
difficult. Anybody can put up a band 
but not everybody can maintain one 
that will last.

DEN: Time, because work is a big 
factor to me when asked. Back then, 
I work in Sta. Rosa Laguna and every 
time there is a gig I needed to travel 
to manila and go back to Laguna 
again. Imagine the hours of travel 
back and forth. But now I am based 
here in Manila.

HOW WAS THE EXPERIENCE FOR 
BEING ONE OF THE FINALISTS 
OF THE 2015 RED HORSE BEER 
PAMBANSANG MUZIKLABAN? 
WHO DECIDED FOR YOU GUYS 
TO JOIN? AND DESCRIBE THE 
FEELING FROM ELIMS TO FINALS.

ERIKA: PK actually was the one who 
decided for us to join this contest. It 
was a hard time because every time 
we succeeded at a certain level the 
pressure was on. We had to make 
time for rehearsals and we had to 
think of an idea how we can be 
different from other contestants. It 
was actually quite an experience to 
learn from.

PK: It was great! Yes, it was me 
who insisted the band to join this 
prestigious contest. Some people 
say we’re not yet ready and we need 
more practice and we are young 
blah blah blah…. Those words made 
us more aggressive to prove them 
wrong. We are not that technical, we 
can’t shred, and we just have this 
“WE ARE MAY!” attitude. And lucky 
enough that spirit brought us to the 

final stage. And it was a great journey. We 
battled with a lot of great bands some are 
already established. Honestly I felt nervous 
just by having the thought that these bands 
have larger fan base and they are really good 
with their guitar riffs, drum solo and all we 
have is the “WE ARE MAY!” intro, the spirit! 
HAHAHAHAHA… 

PAUL: It was awesome. The funny thing 
was I was not even a member when they 
auditioned. We were glad because we didn’t 
expect anything from it. We just wanted to 
play. Every time we won a round, we were 
actually surprised until the finals. Again, it 
was an awesome experience.

DEN: It was a great experience. As a 
musician I always dreat of playing alongside 
with great bands like Slapshock, Wilabaliw, 
Razorback etc. and to play in front of a huge 
crowd. I can’t even think of the exact words 
to describe the feeling. 

JOED: Same here, playing in front of a 
huge crowd and people were shouting and 
screaming while we played ‘Killing in the 
Name’.  It was sad as well because we lost. 
But hey! We made it to the finals!



YOU HAVE YOUR FIRST EP ALBUM 
‘WANDERLUST’ CAN YOU TELL US 
YOUR STORY FOR THIS ALBUM?

ERIKA: Every aspiring bands dream 

to have an album, thus ‘Wanderlust’. 
But the process of it was really hard 
until we met our handler Sir Bong 
Cervantes. Before him our plans were 
scattered. He helped us a lot with the 
production, and most especially he 
helped us by believing that we can 
achieve what we were thinking about. 
Thank you so much Sir Bong. You’re 
the man!
PK: I’m not good at explaining. I think 
the album can speak for us.
PAUL: Well, it’s partly a concept album 
if you look and listen to it. Especially 
to those people who want to have fun 
and who fancy travelling, figuratively 
and literally. Many of those who already 
listened to the tracks actually say 
it’s a soundtrack for long drives and 
travelling, but it’s more than that. It’s 
actually a soundtrack of your journey 
through life itself. #DEEP. HAHAHA! 
DEN: ‘Wanderlust’ is all about travel 
and love.

AND WHICH OF TRACKS IS YOUR  
PERSONAL FAVORITE AND WHY?

ERIKA: My favorite tracks are Summer 

Love, Salmon Sky and Wanderlust. ‘Summer 
Love’ because I can imagine a lot of things. 
‘Salmon Sky’ because I co-write the lyrics 
and it’s very special to me. And then 
‘Wanderlust’ because it is really empowering 
to dreamers.

PK: Salmon Sky because I wrote it together 
with Erika on a very intimate process. And 
Haze, that song actually is a love letter for 
her. Yiiiiieeeee!!!

PAUL: Haze, It was intended to be a filler 
track but it turned out the way it is. We 
arranged that a day before we were about 
to record it. What I love about this song is 
the arrangement. It’s basically a song that 
goes from quiet to loud. It’s like a staircase. 
It starts with a bossa nova groove then 
comes the blues hook in the chorus part 
then reggae and ends with a pop punk 
guitar driven vibe. I love how it turned out. 
And I really enjoy every time we play it live.

DEN: Salmon Sky. Since I’m into heavy 
stuff for me this is the heaviest track on our 
EP.

JOED: Nakaraan, Salmon Sky and 
Wanderlust.
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THE BAND’S FIRST EVER 
MUSIC VIDEO WAS ALREADY 
UP ENTITLED ‘WANDERLUST’, 
CONGRATULATIONS! SO, HOW WAS 
IT? WHICH PART OF THE MUSIC 
VIDEO FOR YOUR FAVORITE AND 
WHY? WHO WROTE THIS?

ERIKA: All of the songs were written 

and arranged by PK so everything is 
my favorite.  The music video was 
directed and shot by Paul Bagsic and 
his production team.
PK: Thank you. It felt so good and we 
are very excited because that’s the 
first time we made a music video. And 
I think my favorite part of the video is 
when I was driving a Volkswagen beside 
Erika.
DEN: Our director Paul did a great job. 
Every detail, every part of the video 
was perfect and fit for the song.
PAUL: My favorite is the last shot. The 
spinning drone shot while we were 
lying on a grass field. It was a happy 
and stress free shoot and that reflects 
how we smiled in the shot. We were 
genuinely happy and enjoyed the 
filming.d
JOED: Of course the scene which I 
was peeing and they left me and drove 
away. 

LET’S TALK ABOUT THE SONG 
‘SALMON SKY’ WHO WROTE THIS 
AND CAN YOU TELL US THE STORY 
BEHIND THIS SONG?

PAUL: It was Erika and PK’s love affair. 
Hahahaha! They can tell you the story.
ERIKA: One day, as I clearly remember 
it. PK and I were walking on a sunset 
and I told him “Look oh! Ang ganda 
ng Salmon Sky” I was referring to the 
pink sky when it’s turned dusk. And 
something snapped in his imaginative 
mind and said “Parang magandang 
gawin song yan ah?” Then boom! 
He did! The song is about two lovers 
that would do anything just to make 
the time of their lives. For me, it’s 
not only for lovers but also for those 
who are strongly in love with life and 
adventures.

PK: I wrote that song for Erika. Every 
dusk she always tells me to stop for a 
while and look up for me to appreciate 
how beautiful the sky was. Then I told 
her that’s a beautiful title for a song. 
She told me “I don’t know”, I just 
called it Salmon Sky because of the 
color looks like salmon. Then after a 
few days we’re just sitting around the 
room minding our own business, and 
I can’t remember why or how I told 
her to make the best time of our lives. 
Then, I realized it was a good lyrics 
and I immediately held my guitar and 
strummed it on C#M while I say the 
words “Let’s make the best time of our 
lives”, then Erika rose from the bed 
telling me how good it was. Then we 
started to make it.

FOR YOU WHAT IS THE EXACT 
COLOR OF A ‘SALMON SKY’? 

ERIKA: Pink! My favorite color.
PK: Pink? According to her. I don’t 
know eh.
PAUL: It’s that pink, reddish color that 
you see in the sky when the sun is 
about to go down the horizon.
JOED: I dunno. Hahahaha…



ANY COVER SONGS YOU 
LOVE TO PERFORM AND 
WHY?

ERIKA: Anything that’s 

empowering. Because I want to 
encourage other people that we 
should not label ourselves to 
just what we are used to.

PK: Moon River, I love classical 
music. 

PAUL: I actually never fancy 
covering songs live because you 
know as an artist I personally 
would like to play our own 
songs. Sometimes though, 
we are known in the scene 
as those kids that play RATM 
songs with a chick singing and 
rapping the part so that would 
be it. ‘Killing in the Name” is 
my favorite and always being 
requested and the crowd goes 
nuts when we play it.

JOED: Same as Paul ‘Killing in 
the Name’ and so much energy 
while we play this song.

DEN: When we were still 
playing heavy music I always 
suggest that we cover songs 
from the band Korn because I 
think it’s so cool to play it with 
a female vocalist. But I think it 
will never be possible.
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WHAT WAS THE BEST THING 
THAT HAPPENED TO YOUR 
BAND SO FAR AND ANY 
MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE(S)?

ERIKA: Releasing the album 

and music video. We learned 
that there are a lot of people out 
there who are willing to help and 
supports us. They love the music 
we made. 

PK: Same as Erika the album 
and the music video was the best 
thing that happened to us. The 
memorable experience was the 
process of recording our tracks. 
Aaaaahhhh! The pressure of using 
a metronome haha!

PAUL: Music video and album as 
well. On my own view that’s the 
birth bright of being an “actual 
working band”. Having an EP/
album that’s being listened to by 
somebody and a professionally 
shot a music video that 
showcases the faces behind the 
music. I have dreamt of that since 
I was a kid – playing in a band 
that has an actual EP and a video.

DEN: Same! The best experience 
for me was playing at the 
Rakrakan Festival and RHB 
Pambansang Muizklaban. And for 
answering this kind of questions 
and being featured here on 
Unplug Magazine. 
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WHAT’S THE CRAZIEST THING 
THAT’S HAPPENED ON TOUR?

ERIKA: Of course, whenever I get 
drunk. It’s different every time. 
PK: Me, when I got accidentally 
kicked on the face because the 
crowd gone wild while I’m doing a 
solo on a RATM song.
PAUL: I never went crazy. I’m too 
old for that. Haha! Call me boring 
but I seldom drink before we play. 
I really don’t have the energy to do 
that anymore. And I do reserve my 
energy for our performance on-
stage.
DEN: It was in our 2nd anniversary 
when Erika was so drunk she 
didn’t even know what happened 
that night. Mayonnaise, Mr. Bones 
and the Boneyard Circus, and Arci 
Munoz was present that night and 
watched us.
JOED: Rakrakan Festival and RHB 
Pambansang Muziklaban. People 
always sing with us the first line of 
“Killing in the Name”

ASIDE FROM THE MUSIC VIDEO 
WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM 
YOU GUYS THIS YEAR?

ERIKA: Merchandise and another 
music video. Or maybe a new 
single? I don’t know, let’s see.
PK: More music videos? 
PAUL: Were planning to shoot 
another one. We are also planning 
to release a couple of singles that 
didn’t make the EP. Watch out 
for them. They are going to be 
awesome.
DEN: I hope another music video 
and more gigs.
JOED: I don’t know for now.



MUSICAL INFLUENCES:

ERIKA: I get inspired with 
performers I currently watch. But 
right now, I am into Ariana Grande. 
Last month it was Cab Calloway so 
it really depends.
DEN: Korn, A Perfect Circle, and 
some hip-hop stuff. 
PAUL:  RATM, Incubus, Led 
Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, Guns N’ 
Roses, Queen and John Mayer
PK: The Beatles, Bob Dylan, 
Donovan, Oasis 

DURING YOUR FREE-TIME, HOW 
DO YOU SPEND IT?

ERIKA: Making new friends, 
traveling and just making new 
memories.
PK: I spend my free-time wisely, 
SLEEPING!
PAUL: When I’m not being in a 
band? Well. There’s really nothing 
left to be honest. Hahaha! My time 
revolves around my day job, my 
personal life and in my band. And if 
I ever have the free time I just want 
to stay at home, do nothing and be 
disgusting, and of course sleep. I 
love sleeping. Hahaha!
JOED: Just playing games on my 
phone. 
DEN: Since I already have my own 
family, I spend my free time with 
them. Sometimes I bring them 
to our gigs. Basketball is one of 
my passions and I’m a frustrated 
basketball player. Fun fact: I’m in 
a high school basketball team and 
almost made it to MAPUA Cardinal 
in college



TELL US ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU 
WOULD LIKE PEOPLE TO KNOW 
ABOUT YOU

ERIKA: That a person is not described 
and judged only by her physical 
appearance you should look deeper into 
what’s inside.
PK: People see what they want to see, 
so I don’t want to waste my energy 
minding my image to them.
PAUL: I’m a plain boring nerd. And the 
most awesome thing about me is I play 
in a band and I edit videos for a living. 
That’s it! Hahaha! 

PLEASE DESCRIBE EACH OF YOUR 
BANDMATES IN ONE WORD

ERIKA: PK=Dreamer; Paul= Creative; 
Den=Mysterious; Joed=Stic

PK: Erika=ASHAWAQO; 
Den=Myterious; Joed=Weird? 
Paul=Creative

PAUL: Erika=Spontaneous;  
PK=Songwriter; Joed=Nice;  
Den=Quiet

DEN: Erika=Colorful; PK= omposer;  
Paul=Phaser; Joed=Paramore

JOED: PAUL=DISTORTION,  
PK=HARMONY, DEN=COMPRESSOR, 
ERIKA=INTENSE.

TOP FIVE MUSIC ON YOUR 
PLAYLIST RIGHT NOW

ERIKA: Very random. Last on my 

playlist were Jazz, Ariana Grande, and 
some RNB songs.
PK: Only You; Fly Me to the Moon; 
Moon River; Tennessee Waltz; Himig ng 
Pag-ibig
PAUL: Our own songs! Hahaha!
DEN: Perfect Circle – Doomed; Korn – 
Hater; VIE – Animal of Society; Stick 
Figgas – Ubusan;  Ron Henley – Alaala
JOED: Chainsmoker – Closer; Owl 
City – Cave / Firefly ; Linkin Park – 
Blackout; Zedd – The Middle
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WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR 
PEOPLE WHO WANT TO FORM 
THEIR OWN BANDS?

ERIKA: If you are going to start 
a band make sure that you have a 
vision because without a vision then it 
won’t have any substance.
PK:  Learn to dance in the fire. 
There’s always good and bad in 
everything. So just focus and don’t 
mind people who will make you feel 
bad and pull you down. You are the 
master of your own destiny.

PAUL:  Do it! Just go and do it. Don’t 
let time pass by without you doing 
what you love. You don’t want to be 
that old guy regretting his life because 
he didn’t do what he would’ve done, 
which is to enjoy the things that he 
loves doing.
DEN: If you really have the passion 
for music, go for it! If not, go to our 
gigs and watch us play live. 
JOED: Understand each other no 
matter what.
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“Thank you Unplug Magazine for this interview . Thank you sir Bong Cervantes! Thank 
you for everyone who supports us all throughout happiness and hardships. Promise 

you we will do our very best to do more songs and memories for all of us.  
Fighting!” - ERIKA 

“I would like to thank my mom and to all people who believed in our music, again 
thank you so much. Of course Sir Bong Cervantes who really gives us  

directions on this journey. Unplug Magazine for this opportunity to  
get to know more about us.” - PK 

“I would personally like to thank everyone who believed and is still believing in us. To 
my family and my loved ones for always supporting me. And for the fans 
 (if there’s any! Hahaha!) Thank you for appreciating and enjoying our 

 hard work – our own music.” - PAUL

“Thank you to all of our supporters and to those people who keeps on believing in us. 
Thank you to my family.” - JOED

“Thanks for all of your support.” - DEN

Thank You Unplug Magazine! And we are MAY!
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MARYZARK
SSHHH
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From the halls of St. Mary’s 
Academy, Pasay to the big league s. 
Started back in October 2000, the 
five original members of Maryzark 
had always dreamed of hitting it 
big.

Although Maryzark had gone 
through several line-up changes 
over the years, that did not deter 
their passion to promote their brand 
of original Filipino music, creating 
songs that would relate to all generations 
alike - young and old.

Their first album, “GOOD 
MOURNINGS,” gathered attention after 
their single “KAI” was included in PULP’s 
WBOB competition back in 2006 and 
have had a cult following up to this day. 
The band had realized the extent of the 
success when they were lined up to play 
at PULP’s Summerslam that same year, 
and again at Fete Dela Musique. 

Debuting back in 2010 off of Maryzark’s 
“Return to Sender” EP, the song, 
“Sshhh” gets the full treatment as the 
band’s latest single for 2018.

“Sshhh” is about the struggle of fighting 
for the relationship by surrendering 
yourself in silence as a form of defense 
to prevent it from falling apart.

“Sshhh” is a must-try, so get a load 
of it right on Spotify, Apple Music 
or iTunes. You can also know more 
about the band and their music by 
liking their official Facebook page 
or following them on Twitter and 
Instagram.

For only the best in international and 
local music, like and follow Warner Music 
Philippines’ official Facebook page, Twitter 
and Instagram. Get exclusive content in 
videos when you subscribe to Warner Music 
PH’s official YouTube channel.



RELEASES THEIR NEW SINGLE “Sshhh”
(LISTEN HERE) https://goo.gl/JNkHTa

MARYZARK’S SECOND SINGLE FOR 2018
SHOWCASES THE LOUDNESS OF SILENCE

MARYZARK had just recently released their latest single “Sshhh” along with 
the song’s music video which features Deaf students from Philippine School 
For The Deaf. Sshhh Music Video

From the band that brought you “Kai” and “Huli,” comes another potential 
hit launching the 2nd of June 2018 at Cabin 420, A-venue, Makati City.

Maryzark has been known to write “hugot” songs coming out with “Huli” 
last year and “Kai (Acoustic)” earlier this year, and while their latest single 
is not far off from this subject, the band is aiming at a more curious-inducing 
theme. “Sshhh” music video is about a deaf couple arguing about their 
relationship and how to save it.

Recorded and produced by Yellowroom Music Philippines, mixed and 
mastered by Jam Bumanlag (Even). The song had originally been indie-
released back in 2010 from “Return to Sender” EP.

We are inviting you to attend our event with guests bands 

Unit 406, CHNDTR, Talata, and Mr Bones & the Boneyard Circus.

For more information, please contact: maryzarkmusic@gmail.com
General Manager: Harold Solomon +639171381235
Road Manager: Armelle Garcia +639369589922
facebook.com/Maryzarkmusic
twitter.com/maryzarkmusic
instagram.com/maryzarkmusic
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P H O T O G R A P H Y

by PATRICK BRIONES

REY TEVES 
MAPUA, Intramuros

BS ECE
Customer Service Representative

Gear: Fuji XT-1
fb.com/DaddyRakista

REY TEVES also known as DaddyRakista in the music scene and has been 

capturing great photographs for the past 4 years. He is one of the well-

known music / concert photographers in the country. His early projects are 

with the bands Join the Club and EVEN. Eventually because of his passion 

and hard work he has made a name for himself and keeps inspiring other 

music photographers and follows his works. Currently he is touring with 

Slapshock on their nationwide and overseas tour.
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DADDY RAKISTA
who is ?

I’m your average local music /concert photographer based in QC. 
I’ve been taking photos in the music scene since August of 2014, it 
started when I was watching and eventually took some photos of 
The Wuds performing at Tiendesitas. And as they say, the rest is 
history. I am currently documenting Slapshock on their nationwide 
and overseas tour.

WHY DADDY RAKISTA? 
Niña Sandejas asked me to think of an alias/pseudo name that can 
use for my Facebook fan page. So I came up with DaddyRakista 
as reference to a dad who rocks. It’s simple yet catchy, and it’s 
easy to remember.

CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND AND HOW 
YOU GOT INTO PHOTOGRAPHY?
I got interested in photography when my wife asks me if I could 
take some behind-the-scene photos in one of her photoshoots 
for her clothing brand. I have zero knowledge/experience in 
photography so I joined Jo Avila’s Basic Photography workshop 
to get me started and from there tried to develop my skills as an 
amateur photographer.
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YOU ARE A BUSY PERSON, HOW 
DO YOU MANAGE YOUR TIME 
FROM WORK, FAMILY AND 
PHOTOGRAPHY?
Family and work still comes first. With 
full support coming from my family, 
I’m lucky that I’m able to still do what 
I love.

WHAT EQUIPMENT DID YOU TAKE 
WITH YOU?
Currently, I am working with the  
Fuji X system, Fujifilm X-T1 with the 
XF 18-55mm f2.8-4 lens. My go to  
set-up for gigs. I also added a 23mm 
f2 prime and a telephoto pro lens,  
XF 50-140mm f2.8

WHICH ONE IS YOUR FAVORITE 
LENS AND WHY DO YOU  
PREFER IT?
Still the mighty kit lens is my favorite; 
it’s small and lightweight and is 
perfect for small gigs. 

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT 
SELECTING WHICH PHOTOS TO 
KEEP / DISCARD?
I usually don’t discard photos, there 
may come a time that I can still use 
them. 

WHICH EDITING SOFTWARE DO 
YOU USUALLY USE? AS HOW 
GOOD WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
YOUR SKILLS IN THAT SOFTWARE?
Lightroom 5.7 – Average skills haha

WHAT ARE THE USUAL POST-
PROCESSING STEPS THAT YOU DO 
ON SUCH IMAGES?
I am just playing with curves and color 
tones. Good thing that I always shoot 
in RAW, you can enjoy non-destructive 
editing and it gives you better detail 
thus gives you better prints.
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FROM YOUR POINT 
OF VIEW, WHAT 
MAKES A GOOD 
PHOTOGRAPH?
As long as the image/
photo tells the story of 
its subject matter.

WHO INFLUENCED 
YOU THE MOST?
There are a lot of 
talented music 
photographers in the 
scene, notable mentions 
are Nina Sandejas and 
Joseph Maquirang.

ANY HOBBY ASIDE 
FROM PHOTOGRAPHY
Before, I was into 
automobile racing 
(drag/circuit) and 
mountaineering.

WHAT IS YOUR FIRST  
DSLR CAMERA?
It’s a Canon 1000D.



WHAT IN YOUR 
OPINION, IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT 
TO CONSIDER 
WHILE SHOOTING IN 
CONCERTS / GIG / 
MUSIC FESTIVALS?
For me composition 
is everything, find the 
angle that suits your 
subject and wait for the 
right light.

WHAT IS THE 
WEIRDEST THING 
THAT HAPPENED TO 
YOU ON STAGE OR ON 
TOUR?
People asking if they 
could take a photo with 
me.

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST 
LESSON YOU’VE 
LEARNED SO FAR IN 
CONCERT / MUSIC 
PHOTOGRAPHY? 
Shoot what you love 
and it will show in your 
images.

HOW DO YOU SEE THE 
MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
INDUSTRY 5-YEARS 
FROM NOW?
Hopefully every talented 
music photographer gets 
paid for their work.



WHICH MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHERS 
DO YOU ADMIRE?
Uhmmm… Many to mention.

WHAT TIP DO YOU HAVE FOR 
ANYONE STARTING IN THE MUSIC 
/ CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHY?
Practice makes perfect. The more 
photos you take, the sooner you’ll see 
an improvement.

ANY FINAL THOUGHTS?
I started as a fan who just wants 
to take photos of my favorite local 
bands, up until now that same passion 
is what keeps the fire in me burning. 
Thank you to all the wonderful people 
who supported me and has been a 
part of DaddyRakista since Day 1. 

SHUTTER SPEED FACTS ABOUT 
DADDYRAKISTA
•  His favorite bands are Eraserheads, 

Slapshock and Metallica
•  He has a dog namely Kenshin
•  Smoking cigarettes and coffee are 

his stress relievers
•  He always brings his camera during 

trips
•  Alice Dixon his greatest celebrity 

crush



A R T I S T 40

Formed in November 2017, Champagne Drive consists of singer/
songwriter Cyrus L. Fernandez, guitarists Jec Castillo and Jampi 
Gatpandan, drummer Justin Bonavente, bassist Arjay Navarro, and 
keyboardist GB Castillo. 

For a new band, Champagne Drive is taking a rather uncommon 
approach in writing its first album. Instead of penning songs that are 
thematically independent from each other, the group is taking on 
the ambitious task of writing a rock opera – an album whose songs 
coalesce into one continuous narrative. The vision? To tell the tale of 
a fictional world faced with troubles that mirrors those found in our 
very own version of reality, and how the individual actions of the story’s 
antagonists and protagonists affect the world around them.

Pulling from an array of influences not limited to the rock genre, 
Champagne Drive’s songs about self-discovery, camaraderie, struggle, 
and hope range from anthemic sing-alongs to straight-up gritty tunes; 
all the while maintaining an ultra-melodic sound primarily driven by 
dual-guitar play and soaring vocals.

With songwriting all but done, and recording already underway, 
Champagne Drive is slating the release of its debut album 
“Godmachine” between November and December of 2018.

The band plans to release songs from the album ahead of the launch 
to give listeners a primer on Champagne Drive’s brand of melodic 
rock, starting with its debut single “Sweet Escape”.



GEAR RUNDOWN:

Cyrus 
  •  Shure Super 55 limited  

edition matte black
Jec
  •  Chapman ML3-RC Signature  

in Satin Cherry
  • Zoom G5
Jampi
  •  Fender Mexican Standard  

Telecaster HH - Black
  • NUX MG-100
Arjay
  • SX SWB1 bass
GB
  • KORG microKORG XL+
  •  Akai MPK mini 2 powered  

by iOS

Justin
  • Zildjian Planet Z 16” Hi Hat
  • Zildjian Planet Z 18” Ride
  • Zildjian ZBT 14” Crash
  • Wuhan 16” China
  • Fernando Double Pedals

Find Champagne Drive online:
facebook.com/champagnedrivemusic
Instagram: @champagnedrivemusic
www.champagndrive.com
For bookings and inquiries, contact us via:
Mobile – 09188973050
Email – champagnedrivemusic@gmail.com

PHOTOS BY: RED RIVERA
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03.01.18 | PARANAQUE
Things got wet and wild at the first night swim party at Cove Manila when 

Kaskade took the stage.

Kaskade (Ryan Gary Raddon) is a Grammy award-winning record producer, DJ, 
and remixer. He won America’s Best DJ in 2016, and from 2011 to 2015 was 

_always_ in the top five of the competition, with 2011 and 2013 being the years 
where he took first place both times. It was with the skilvl that won him the 

music industry’s recognition that he rocked the avid crowd -- whether they were 
on the dance-floor or in the club’s assorted swimming pools -- pumping up the 

volume, and making a tremendous splash at the party.
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03.02.18 | MANDAUE
Everybody could feel the heavy 

thumping beat DJ Cha unleashed 
on Liv Super Club’s dancefloor that 

Saturday night -- and 
they loved it.

With an impressive line-up that 
included DJs Jack Dong, DJ 

Charlz, Dane Paden, DJ Nishhh, 
DJ LV Lim and MC Kris Paul,  

party-goes couldn’t help 
but jump, move, and raise 

their hands to heaven as the 
evening’s hypnotizing sounds and 

mesmerizing lightshow 
swept them away into music 

nirvana.

Photo by : Ronex Tolin of Ronex 
Tolin Photography

AT LIV SUPER CLUB
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AT TIME IN MANILA

03.02,18 | MAKATI  
Special guest Ulysses, 
alongside Owens Sun, 
Kristian Hernandez 
and Alinep, made the 
party-goer’s night as he 
grooved his way through 
various music  genres 
at the third anniversary 
for the Movement Sound 
System  at Time In 
Manila.

Considered a master 
of his craft in the 
Singaporean music and 
clubbing scene, Ulysses 
got the crowd moving 
to his selection of beats, 
hypnotic trance, house, 
and techno, and showed 
his chops at rocking 
the scene, getting mad 
respect from his peers.
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F R E E K I N ’  W E E K E N D
w i t h

03.04.18
Las Vegas born-and-raised 
native DJ Wellman showed 
off his signature flair for 
driving beats and hard-hitting 
musical mixes at Cove Manila 
March 24. An early starter, he 
was 14 when he got his first 
DJ set-up, and played his first 
gigs at the Hard Rock Hotel 
before he hit 21. He also spins 
at at any number of Vegas 
clubs, from 
1 Oak and the Bank to Tao and 
Lavo, along with dayclubs like 
Liquid and Bare.

It was with this well-grounded 
musical background that he 
rocked the party-goers with 
his skills and gave them a 
night they would remember 
for a long time.
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4.10.18 | MAKATI 

LA-based electronic music DJ duo  

Michael David and Tyler Blake set 

the mood for the night with their music 

at XX XX (20-20) club in Makati this 

April 10. Influenced by various music 

genres from old school R&B to Paul 

Simon to Kraftwerk, Classixx’ sound 

is a smooth blend of disco, new wave, 

funk, house, and indie rock.

Photo credits: Mac Villaluna
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ASIA CLUB TOUR 2018 IN MANILA

04.13.18 | Renowned musical artist Zedd (Anton Zaslavski 
off-stage) performed at a sold-out event at the last leg of his 

Asian tour, at Cove Manila on April 13. His bone-rattling, high-
energy beats and trance-inducing music was supported by an 
amazing laser and light show, keeping the crowd hyped and 

hopping with the music all night.
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  Photos: Jayzee Cezar

03.03.18 | QUEZON CITY 
UrbnQC proved that ‘good times are endless!” that Saturday 
as DJ Jean Gonzales, Ian Sndrz, Travis Monsod, Francis 

Sanchez, Jokko Jimenez and Mc Boo took the sound booth 
and the stage for the crowds auditory pleasure.

@ URBNQC
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G A M E S

For the longest time, “Call of Duty”(CoD) and “Battlefield”(BF) 
have reigned supreme in the shooter genre with 

“Counter Strike” being a close runner-up to the two. 

While squad and class based shooters like “Overwatch” and 
“Team Fortress 2” still remain strong, in recent years there has 
been an over saturation of the market with the annual releases of 
CoD and BF and the micro-transaction controversy of EA’s “Star 

Wars: Battlefront 2” has left a bad taste amongst 
players of the genre.

In comes the latest trend of shooter games: Battle Royale. If you’re 
familiar with the 2000 Japanese dystopian survival film of the same 
name or the more recent Hunger Games saga, then the objective 
is simple: You vs 99 other players, last player standing wins. The 
arena is a large map where players are forced to hunt for gear, 

weapons, and supplies. In order to prevent campers from simply 
camping out, every few minutes the game will shrink the map by 

making a “storm” shrink the playable area of the map. Being caught 
in the storm results in depletion of health and eventual death.

BY MIGZ AYUYAO

LAST MAN
STANDING
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Leading the charge in this new genre 
are Epic Games’ cartoonish “Fortnite” 
and the gritty “PlayerUnknown’s 
Battlegrounds”(PUBG for short). 
While it can be argued which of the 
two games is better(it’s a matter of 
preference really.. Personally prefer 
Fortnite more), there is no denying 
that this new genre of shooter is taking 
the gaming world by storm(No pun 
intended). So much that Fortnite had 
even collaborated with films such as 
John Wick and Avengers: Infinity War 
to release limited time events such as 
the 99 vs Thanos mode or the highly 
sought after, John Wick skin for their 
characters.

Interestingly both games are more 
or less, Free to Play. With micro-
transactions only meant for cosmetics. 
As well as, buying the full release 
simply unlocks additional content and 
challenges. You won’t be missing so 
much if you pay for the full release but 
it does help if youre into cosmetics as 
in the case of Fortnite.



Interestingly both games are more or less, 
Free to Play. With micro-transactions only 
meant for cosmetics. As well as, buying the 
full release simply unlocks additional content 
and challenges. You won’t be missing so 
much if you pay for the full release but it 
does help if youre into cosmetics as in the 
case of Fortnite.

Interestingly, this trend has not slipped past 
the attention of the CoD and BF developers. 
With the recent announcement of BlackOps 
4 and BFV, both games have been noted to 
having their own Battle Royale modes. While 
copying is the sincerest form of flattery, one 
can wonder if players will be as into it as 
they are with PUBG and Fortnite. 

It still remains to be seen if Battle Royale will 
stick around to be a mainstay amongst the 
shooter genre. One thing is for certain, 2018 
belongs to the Battle Royale genre.. and 
God of War IV of course.

-PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds is currently 
available on  
PC, X-Box One, iOS, and Android
-Fortnite is currently available on PC, PS4, 
X-Box One, and iOS



T U B E

IV OF SPADES
“Where You’ve Been My Disco?”

PHILIA
“Disease”

TANYA MARKOVA
“High End”

BEN&BEN
“Kathang Isip”

SAYDIE
“Yokai”

BENJ MANALO
“Trip”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SF-FaZBMYdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daZoiEGyFgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmR8A0MGVag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHzIjqVVDqI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqXhfO_IIKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0XvfO4u6wg


T U B E

ABRA feat. SHANTI DOPE
“Apoy”

REESE LANSANGAN
“For The Fickle”

MARYZARK
“Sshhh”

RIA BAUTISTA

DYING MANIFESTO
“Pillars”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOATgqp6cA
https://soundcloud.com/ria-panopio-bautista
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQX5jKQKfKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T0a8-OgLPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8o_UswC47o
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SOUTHCREW production is a group of people that loves to 
entertain thru their passion in music and showcase their talent. We 
create events (music festival show, parties, etc.), supplies talents 
(ex. DJ, VDJ, MC, band, artist, etc.) and services (ex. sounds n 
lights, venue, photo booth, etc.)

It was stablished 2012.in a bar at Antipolo city. We was 
recommended by a friend to help set up their sounds and lights 
and to market the new bar called (sckout republic) the name 
SOUTHCREW was driven from our place where all of us was from 
the south. We started as 4 members only 3 DJs (DJ Payne, DJ 
Nelson and DJ Joseph) n 1 MC (Mc dox). SOUTHCREW members 
now are around 100+ and still growing, because we treat every 
body as a family. Our SOUTHCREW family is compose of DJ, mc, 
artist, bouncers, bar owners, suppliers and staff.
         
SOUTHCREW production can supply DJs, VDJs, mc, host, 
acoustic solo and band, magician, artist, rappers, dancer & 
GUMMY BAES) photographer and bouncers, sound and lights 
rentals, tents, catering services, photo booth, mobile bar. We can 
also help and create events for bar, resto and private parties.
           
SOUTHCRREW productions goal is to help people grew, in their 
talents, personality, business while enjoying and having fun while 
enjoying their passion. Thank you so much UPNPLUG for having 
us, us we say EVERY THING HAPPENS FOR A REASON, enjoy 
life and learn from it.





AFROMAN Productions  
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production 
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production

BARBERO Productions 
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131 
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction

BEAT TRICKS Productions 
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/

BE BRIGHT BACK Production 
0948 7001100 
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

CHOCO SKULL Productions 
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

CRAZY DUCK Productions 
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991 
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

DLIVES Productions 
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

DIRTY KNOBS Productions 
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

DOCDEF Productions 
docdefproductions@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production

FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188 
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597  
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod 

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions

NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd

ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396 
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas
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OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions 
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com

PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction

PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-Productions-

PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction

PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral

PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions

RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod

REDROCKET Productions 
redrocketprod@yahoo.com 
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions

SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787  
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod

SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563 
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod
SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs) 
0999 7267113 (Jonas) 
solidempireproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions 
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions

SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/sxmanila

TAMBAYAN Production 
0926 3651204 
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021 
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE 
riabautista@me.com 
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT 
demo@thesouthernproject.com 
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
 
TONO Events 0905 2062858 
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents

TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-Production-

UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 
undertoneproduction@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction

WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions 
www.watupph.com


